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Abstract. According to the Central Committee "on the nationwide classification guide youth work opinions", the first batch of Provincial Communist Youth League "on the promotion of grassroots organizations to complete" youth ideological guidance outline "transformation work notice" documents related content, in response to the League called on: comprehensively grasp the ideological trend of Youth League members, strengthen the ability of the Communist Youth League youth ideological guidance work, efforts to improve the leading level of different youth groups, I combined the Group General Secretary League practice, actively carry out youth ideological classification guide a series of activity.

Introduction
Always adhering to the principle of categorical guidance, according of significant differences in the characteristics, life experience and ideological of Young League members, integrate the members of the youth ideological guidance work into the group's daily work, improve the pertinence, applicability, universality and effectiveness of thought guided work, Materialize the ideological guidance work into the different characteristics of the Youth League. The analysis from the following four aspects.

Political Thought
College students are in the critical period of the formation of world outlook, outlook on life and values, the plasticity is very strong, so the breakthrough point of quality education is to strengthen moral education, improve the ideological and moral quality of college students, and analyze the ideological and moral status of university students is basic work of moral quality of College students [1,2]. Today's college students are growing up with the reform and opening up, they are in the transition period of the old and new systems, so the social environment has a subtle influence on the ideological and moral situation of College students.

The classification guides the questionnaire of youth mental state revealed that the current mainstream of young students' ideological situation in our institute is optimistic and healthy, and positive. Their political outlook is becoming more and more mature, most of them have a strong sense of national pride and pride, love the motherland, love the party, resolutely support the party's guidelines, highly agree with Deng Xiaoping theory and the "Three Represents the important thought and Scientific Outlook on Development, with the full trust of Comrade Xi JinPing as the general secretary of the CPC Central Committee, so much confidence in adhering to the path of socialism with China characteristic and build a moderately prosperous society in all respects; they advocate knowledge and science, enterprising, they are aggressive and eager to success, implement the core socialist values earnestly, attaching great importance to the development of basic skills and practice ability; the moral tend to be optimism, they pursue fairness and justice and have steadfast dedication, their talent motivation are strong [3]. At the same time, we also found some ideological and political problems. In order to solve the problems, the author thinks that the masses of Party members and teachers should further education, strengthen the ideological construction of college students and help
students identify their own beliefs, improve the enthusiasm of the students to join the party; they should deep into education, let the students understand the Communist Youth, enable students to understand as a glory of the Communist Party member is glorious and purpose, meanwhile, the mass of Party members also should go to the grassroots, establish a good image in the youth actively, imitate the lead role among young students; teachers should broaden their thinking, strengthen the communication with the students, understand students thought, confusion and guide them correctly, for example, they can tell them some stories about successful people or themselves, so as to guide students to establish a correct outlook on life, world outlook and values; make students understand the importance of Ideological and political education, strengthen education, pay attention to the cultivation of students' self-confidence, and maintain a good attitude enterprising when faced with setbacks.

Learning Style of Study

The style of study is a kind of atmosphere, it is a kind of group behavior too, which is composed of preppy style, class atmosphere and so on. it subtle influences the youth that the worldview is doing. The fine style of study is positive atmosphere, it make young students feel pressure, having the sense of urgency is also a kind of power, the power encourage students form a kind of inertia of positive attitude, adverse climate breeding and spreading effectively; it can produce a kind of cohesion, and it is important to cultivate students' collective spirit. Construction of style of study is a mechanism through the school authorities and the staff's efforts, to promote the formation of good style of study. It consists of rules and regulations, measures, organizations, personnel (teachers and students) and environment related to the study style and so on. Actually it is a process of controlling and feedback on the construction of the style of study, and constantly improving and adjusting.

In the style of study, according to the analysis of the questionnaire in our academy, our academy study situation is generally good, most of the students have lofty ideals and lofty beliefs, learning objectives are clear, the attitude is correct, hard working, their thought has a strong urgency and sense of history. However, few students was slack in thought after entering the college, they lose clear pursuit goal, forget the mentality of ignoring themselves and tenacious struggle spirit. About the life of the college students, the author thinks that we should train the students to have a good attitude; cultivate students with positive energy values, world view, guide students into the right track; On the issue of subsidizing poverty, we should actively revise the problems in the financial aid system, give students more opportunity to the work for study; in professional learning, we should improve the learning interest of the students; in the exam, we should help students establish a good state of mind, strengthen supervision and punishment, and improve the consciousness of students, strengthen the construction style of study, make good style of study become a powerful force to drive the students. Combined with a series of initiatives and listen to the views of students in order to solve the problem fundamentally, increase strength on the attendance check to correct style of study.

Cultural Life

University campus culture is the common creation of all teachers and students in the long term educational practice. It is a kind of group consciousness and spiritual atmosphere with the characteristics of university campus. It is a spiritual force to maintain the University community. The university campus culture is a kind of group culture, which takes the university campus as the main space, campus teachers and students as a specific population. it is through the creation of construction and transformation to improve the effect of the means of education environment.

Through the questionnaire survey, the campus culture, especially the school motto, our students on their understanding is not deep enough, we think that we should enhance their collective sense of honor, to strengthen the students in the school of history and culture of learning, let us define the important meaning and remember the profound meaning of the school motto. In respect of promotion
of culture, the school should be through a variety of campus publicity channels, let students understand the dynamic campus culture timely; play an important role in society, and carry out community activities actively and strengthen the management of community activities, at the same time , the school should give help to a certain extent on community outreach activities, grasp the connotation of the mass organization. To further improve the community construction, While cultivating students’ interests, we should give them vast free space for development ;Voluntary public welfare is also very important to campus culture, the school committee, the Youth League and all levels should strengthen the attention, call to carry out all kinds of volunteer services and social practice, so that students volunteer public service activities more standardized, universal, diversification.

Network Life

Network life, seeing the name of a thing one thinks of its function, is the virtual life on the internet. Network life includes a wide range, narrow sense it means surfing the internet; in broad sense, it is suitable for all network related informal work content. With the development of the times, The Internet is widely used in today's College Students, but it also brought some problems, In my survey of the college, I found my college students:

**Strong sense of Self Development on the Internet**

Whether the network can effectively promote their learning depends to a great extent on their network application ability. On College Students survey about "Have you ever thought of improving your network skills", 43% of the students said "there will be a new destination for learning software", This situation has the highest proportion; 25.5% of the students said "They always have this habit"; 6.5% of the students said "as long as appear a new technology, software, website, I will take the initiative to use". Thus, the vast majority of students in our academic are trying to improve their ability to use the Internet in order to promote their overall development.

**The Purpose of Surfing the Internet is Uncertain**

For the question about "before surfing on Internet, have you ever thought about what you want to do online", more than half of the students in our academic say "Think about it every time" or "often think" what you want to do. At the same time, 49.2% of college students said "never thought" or "occasionally". This shows that for a considerable number of college students, the Internet has become a daily habit, there is no special purpose.

**Network Interaction is Low**

In the process of using the network learning, only 23.3% of the students in our institute expressed "interaction with teachers and students". 53.1% of the respondents said they would not participate in the network discussion. This shows that our college students' network interaction level is generally low, lack of communication and sharing consciousness.

Through investigation, we also found that the average time spent online was longer. In this regard, we think the students can have control of the Internet through effective supervision, and a series of activities should be used to guide students to increase their time of online learning, urge the students to pay more attention to the political life, rather than follow network entertainment. In addition, there are students addicted to the Internet, affecting the normal life and work schedule. According to this phenomenon, the author thinks that we should pay close attention to these students, identify problems and timely corrective guidance, organize the students to do some meaningful things, participate in some meaningful extracurricular activities, so as to effectively reduce the student access time.
Specific Work

As a counselor, firstly we should love our work, and do our ideological and political work as a lifelong pursuit. Next, we must love the student, not only manage the student well, we should be willing to pay own all. For the purpose of achieve the purpose of teaching and educating people, to transport excellent talents for the country and society. Focus on the following points:

Firstly, taking the initiative to understand students, Be a student's bosom friend. Counselors should take the initiative to communicate with students, establish a variety of platforms and channels to communicate with students, such as the establishment of WeChat group. Be mentally confused and able to communicate in a timely manner\textsuperscript{[11]}.  

Secondly, doing a good job of guidance. Including the individual students or groups of learning guidance, life guidance, communication guidance, personality guidance, activities, guidance, and so on, to guide students to improve self education, self-management ability.

Thirdly, the strict management style. Counselors should not only give their students care, help, encouragement, encouragement and guidance, but also make the relationship between teachers and students harmonious, and make strict demands on students. On repeated mistakes, unrepentant students to boldly management. In strict accordance with the rules and regulations\textsuperscript{[12,13]}. In addition, we should also pay attention to the way of work, students mature thinking adults can not like children in public criticism, to give it enough face, private criticism, positive guidance. Give care to the students who have problems, and reduce the rate of violation.

Fourthly, be concerned about special groups. Due to the economic development level of each region and family income are different, the classes I managed also have some poor students. In the course of work, we should objectively and fairly carry out the selection, recognition and subsidy work of poor students, properly arrange the post of work study, and help them set up a correct outlook on life, values and self-confidence.

Fifthly, to strengthen their own quality. They should have good ethics. Counselors should passionate in their job, be willing to contribute, diligent efforts, use their own words and deeds to reform student; try to improve the innovation consciousness. Innovating work idea and the working mechanism, for different problems can start from a new perspective and new ideas to improve the divergent thinking; improve the quality of the political thought. Have firm political stance and political discrimination, has the correct moral norms and notions, has strong team spirit, and only in this way, can use correct ideas to guide and education of students, to create a new situation of the counselors work\textsuperscript{[14]}.

Summary

College students are the hope of the nation, is the future of our motherland, is a valuable human resources. To strengthen college students' ideological and political education and improve the ideological and political quality, training them to become qualified builders and successors of socialist cause with Chinese characteristics, thus effectively implementing the strategy of reinvigorating China through human resource development and relying on science and education to ensure that in the fierce international competition our country is always in an impregnable position, ensure the grand goal of the comprehensive construction well-off society and accelerating socialist modernization, it has important and far-reaching strategic significance\textsuperscript{[15]}.

Classifying and guiding youth work is the fundamental task entrusted by the party to the Communist Youth League, and it is a major deployment made by the Central Committee of the league. In 2014, The group general branch of our college organize each of the group organization and the vast majority of cadres to practical thinking and action to the requirements of the party and the higher organizations and arrangements, to guide the youth work and put it on a more prominent position, continue to explore the guiding path, summarize the work of the law, from the bottom to establish our school Communist work system of classifying and guiding youth. We with faith and
enterprising spirit, forge ahead, overcome difficulties, to promote our classification guide youth work make great progress.
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